
 In a thought-provoking new keynote, John Baldoni demonstrates how leaders must

demonstrate resilience in the face of adversity, provide clarity in times of

uncertainty, and deliver hope when fear abounds. And do it all with a sense of grace

that reflects humility, empathy and respect for others.

Grace Notes:Grace Notes:  
Leading in an Upside-Down WorldLeading in an Upside-Down WorldJohn Baldoni

The most powerful words someone can say to you are “You made my day!” You have

done something at the right time and in the right way that may inspire and motivate

them, or get them unstuck. In today's challenging and stressful environment, we

need Make Someone’s Day more than ever. 

Make Someone's Day:Make Someone's Day:  
Becoming a Memorable Leader in WorkBecoming a Memorable Leader in Work
and Lifeand Life

Howard Prager

Silos are those invisible barriers that prevent critical information from flowing properly.

Everyone knows they are there but most don't know what to do about them. Join Kiki

as she describes the who, why and what to do about silos presentation. Let her help

you turn silo thinking into solutions thinking!

Kiki Orski
Smashing Silos:Smashing Silos:  
How To Turn A Silo Mentality Into SolutionHow To Turn A Silo Mentality Into Solution
ThinkingThinking

 Many organizations are ignoring the critical role leadership plays in the decisions
people make about their careers. In this session, Beth will share micro strategies that
leaders can embrace to strengthen engagement, retention, and their talent pipeline.

Leadership for a Mobile WorkforceLeadership for a Mobile WorkforceBeth Griep

According to Gallup, over 76% of employees are experiencing some level of burnout.

Join this session to learn leadership practices for equipping teams and employees

with the resilient skill-sets and mind-sets needed to combat burnout and change

fatigue in an age of constant disruption. 

From Burned Out to Built Up:From Burned Out to Built Up:  
Strategies for Building TeamStrategies for Building Team
ResilienceResilienceHolly Burkett

SEE WHAT YOU'RE MISSING!
Take a look at the topics we've discussed in

previous years.
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John is a globally recognized leadership educator, certified Master Corporate Executive

Coach, and author of 15 books.  John also hosts LinkedIn Live’s GRACE under pressure

interview series, a platform that has enabled him to interview more a hundred global

business, academic and thought leaders and doers. 

The Neuroscience of LeadershipThe Neuroscience of Leadership  Margie Meacham

Walk away with the beginning of a plan to further develop your repertoire of
emotionally intelligent behaviors so that you are better equipped to meet the

needs of any workplace situation you might encounter.

Unlocking Leadership and LearningUnlocking Leadership and Learning
Agility with Agile EQAgility with Agile EQ

Laura A. Davis

 I'll reveal the five most critical skills NextGen leaders need to develop before
taking the helm.

Pam Scott

Smashing Silos:Smashing Silos:  
How To Turn A Silo Mentality Into SolutionHow To Turn A Silo Mentality Into Solution
ThinkingThinking

More than ever, it is critical to identify and develop high-potential leaders in
organizations to prepare for the future.

The Future of High PotentialThe Future of High Potential
Leadership Development ProgramsLeadership Development ProgramsMalcolm Carter

Explore practical examples of how you can differentiate your brand and
achieve sustainable results by creating a “culture of care".

Servant Leadership in CorporateServant Leadership in Corporate
AmericaAmericaScott Doggett
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Practical and easy-to-implement approaches you can use to raise the level of

engagement and participation in your change and transformation activities. 

From how to pace your change for long term success, to creating effective and

meaningful communication that builds engagement.

Leading Change - How to ManageLeading Change - How to Manage
Resistance and ReluctanceResistance and ReluctanceStacey Ashley

What would happen if we use the power of collaboration as guidance to explore
current challenges in our community and design impactful real-world solutions? 
Discover how to use your gifts to become an exemplary change-makers in your

communities.

Becoming a ChangemakerBecoming a ChangemakerClaudia Vidal

Is your career happening to you, because of you? Are you where you are due
to organic growth or intentional? Or maybe you’re feeling stagnant with no
clear path forward. Perhaps your heart’s set on a promotion, but you’re not

sure if it’s the right way to go. Or recent downsizing caught you off guard and
you’re not sure of the next best step.

Heidi Lumpkin
Steer Your Career - How to Lead WhereSteer Your Career - How to Lead Where
You Are to Prepare for TomorrowYou Are to Prepare for Tomorrow

Awatif will speak on the role of great leadership in creating a culture of
excellence.  She will lead you through three main leadership categories:

  People Leadership,  Business Leadership and  Strategic Leadership
 

Understanding the Role of LeadershipUnderstanding the Role of Leadership
in Successful Organizationsin Successful OrganizationsAwatif Yahya

Learn how to make a massive impact in the lives around you by taking
advantage of the micro moments!

Learn to lead from any position.
Micro-Moments are all around us.

Thrive vs Survive

Micro-Moments : Massive ImpactMicro-Moments : Massive ImpactJonathan Darling
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Bill will provide a roadmap on how to make sales leadership a strategic
advantage in your organization – one that you can drop to the bottom line. 

Establishing A Managerial CovenantEstablishing A Managerial CovenantBill Walton

In Jonathan’s session you'll learn about developing an authentic leadership
style grounded in Servant Leadership Theory. 

It is a reciprocal process between self-discovery and learning about those you
lead, the role of developing and applying leadership skills and competencies,

and the importance of creating reinforcing positive feedback loops so our
learning and growth becomes continual and self-sustaining.

Jonathon Westover
The Intersection of Service andThe Intersection of Service and
LeadershipLeadership  

There's no doubt that proficiency in public speaking is your indispensable tool for
effectively delivering presentations, briefings and daily team messages in a

clear, concise and compelling manner. However, did you realize that moving up
one skill level to excellence in public speaking is considered a consolidating

activity for leadership skills that will take your career to new heights of success?

Your Bold Journey to the Peak ofYour Bold Journey to the Peak of
Public Speaking ExcellencePublic Speaking ExcellenceSeth Greenwald

This masterclass will guide you through reflection and practical actions to
ensure a vibrant future for your small business or solo practice. 

You'll learn proven skills and strategies, take the first steps of a realistic road
map for this (or any) time of uncertainty, and create a personalized Skill

Assessment and Action Plan to support your efforts to thrive.

Thrive in Challenging Times:Thrive in Challenging Times:  
Seven Vital Actions for Long-Term SuccessSeven Vital Actions for Long-Term SuccessVasudha Deming

Every year, on the last Friday in July.
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